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WATCH OUT, 2017
Video Installation, Single channel HD, 11:00 minutes

A large vertical projection onto the gallery window is placing the viewers both in and out, looking 
in into an office space or out into the garden. The viewer becomes a witness, the work presents 
an unstable situation, in-between being included or excluded, using the labyrinth of bureaucracy 
as a border and control.

https://vimeo.com/215891482



“WATCH OUT”, 2017,  Installation View , Galerie im Körnerpark, , Berlin



MOVING BOXES, 2017
Video Installation, Single channel HD, 6:00 minutes

A construction of cardboard boxes creates a city model. A large video projection transforms the 
boxes into diverse houses taken from different places in the world, creating a collaged new place. 
Inside the houses windows, different images from social media scrolls, bringing the inside and 
outside into dialog. The audience is welcome to walk around the boxes and participate as a live 
performer in the work.

https://vimeo.com/215856035



“MOVING BOXES” ”, 2017, Installation View, Galerie im Körnerpark, Berlin



WALK AROUND, 2017
Video Installation, Single channel HD, 8:00 minutes

A  projection screen becomes a gate, suspended in the air, shaped as a schematic two-dimensional 
tent or a house. The video projected onto the flying screen, includes a walk around places the artist 
cannot reach because of her passport and nationality (Israeli). The projection mirrors the computer 
screen, “walking” around the neighboring country, Lebanon, surfing in different places, looking for 
the directions to her hometown in Israel. Onto the aerial maps and landscape images, human
shadows passing by. 

https://vimeo.com/215877248



“WALK AROUND”, 2017,  Installation View, Galerie im Körnerpark, Berlin



BLINDSPOTS, 2016
Video Installation, Multi-channel HD, 4:00 minutes

The term “blind spots” is used in psychology to refer to the aspects of a personality that are not 
recognized by the person in question. The individual’s blindness to certain parts of themselves 
results in a difference between the self and the image others have of us. The site-specific projec-
tion on the bottom steps of stairs in front of a church provides insights into imaginary spaces 
that reveal the hidden and concealed. In the style of Expressionist silent film, fragments of dark 
and forbidden worlds are illuminated, whereby the lines separating madness and normality are 
fluid. In certain situations, blind spots can take on an essential protective function as defense 
and repression. 

https://vimeo.com/144532054



“BLINDSPOTS”, 2016,  Installation View, KulturRaum Zwingli-Kirche, Berlin



SINKING LAND, 2015
Video Installation, Multi-channel HD, 5:00 minutes

With simple images and minimalist plot, this video installation, consisting of three projections, 
refers to complex territorial power struggles. Architecture is presented here as a strategy of political 
intervention and urban warfare. Against a backdrop of buildings of diverse origins and architectural 
styles, peaceful and violent scenes take place, including a demonstration and patrols that ultimately 
culminate in the downfall of the hybrid city-state and the violent clearing of the tent city in the 
foreground. The second large-format projection shows an expanse of water that can be associated 
with the final collapse of the state, with reference to the myth of the flooding of the belligerent island 
of Atlantis. In the unequal fight between two individuals, efforts at colonization continue in the fore-
ground of the video. The third part of the work projected onto moving boxes concretizes territorial 
occupation as invisible strategy: pictures of luxurious villas of a formerly Palestinian part of Jerusa-
lem are shown by Google Street View. 

https://vimeo.com/144532054



“SINKING LAND”, 2015,  Installation View, Hansen House, Jerusalem



MARKS OF EXISTENCE, 2015
Video Installation, Two-channel HD, 5:00 minutes

The work in several parts refers directly to the history of the exhibition site. Jerusalem’s 
Hansen House was used from the late nineteenth century to the year 2000 as a hospital for 
leprosy patients and was then transformed into a public cultural center. Outcasts found asylum 
in this building, received protection and care. As bearers of an illness that was long considered 
incurable, they were also excluded from society, hidden behind walls and isolated, reduced to 
their bodies and their frailties by the power of the “clinical gaze” (Michel Foucault). References 
rich in association in the film and in projections on to the hospital interior evoke the site’s past 
and its patients. At the same time, the visitors to the exhibition are invited to cross the bridge 
between the past and the present and to become the object under examination.

https://vimeo.com/144417457
“MARKS OF EXISTENCE”, 2015,  Installation View, Hansen House, Jerusalem



BEHIND THE WALL, 2015
Video and Performance, Two-channel HD, 11:00 minutes

Video and performance record experimentally the visualization of real and imaginary borders and 
segregation. A landscape panorama with various walls and fences shows actors trying to com-
municate and interact with one another, while others go about their business as if they did not 
exist. The film images are projected onto a series of tables lying on their side. Although they 
would be easy to overcome, the performers remain in the limited space behind the tables. Only 
occasionally are they tempted to intervene in the filmic events across the wall with minimal ges-
tures. The tug-of-war of a group of people in the film marks a half-heartedly executed and quickly 
ended struggle to pull the other party onto one’s own side. Against all practical and political 
reason, exclusion and isolation are continued: the wall in our minds continues to exist. 

https://vimeo.com/145316472



“BEHIND THE WALL”, 2015, Video and Performance, Hansen House, Jerusalem



WE FORGOT, 2015
Video Installation and Performance, Two channel HD, 60:00 minutes

The video installation and live performance do not represent moments of forgetting as much as 
they depict processes of the re-construction of individual memory. In the first part, the 
spectators are invited by performers to explore everyday acts against the backdrop of a video 
projection. Like the film images themselves, they are dedicated to particular objects such as 
a broom, a candle, or a shovel. In the second, spatially separated part, the spectators see the 
slightly modified images showing the interactions of their successors at the same time. A sound 
track complements the visual narration with personal fragments of memory on war, displace-
ment, and the Holocaust from the perspective of a storyteller. The spectator’s achievement of 
memory is challenged in two ways: the individual’s own capacity for memory in relationship to 
images and acts they have carried out themselves a short while previously, that is, the recon-
struction of past from the present, is interrogated at the same time as the “overwriting” of mem-
ory with traces of the real or fictive stories of others. Furthermore, the work in various media 
reminds us that the constitution of memory not only relies on communication and the media, but 
is also shaped by it. 

https://vimeo.com/132304701       password: Paz_WEFORGOT



“WE FORGOT”, Video Installation and Performance FFT Düsseldorf 2015



OPEN | CLOSE. 2014
Video Installation, Single Channel HD, 3:43 minutes loop

The video deals with borders in their function as political and territorial markings and the viola-
tion thereof. Black, gridded shadows at the beginning of the work are revealed to be grilles, doors, 
and fences placed behind one another. They are slowly pushed to the side with a metallic squeak 
to reveal the view of a border crossing. Here, a security official examines the bags and passports 
of those waiting, then allows them to cross. At borders that serve to mark cultural differences, 
there are different emigration laws depending on nationality, appearance, religious background, 
and language. 
https://vimeo.com/107094126



“OPEN | CLOSE”, 2014,  Installation View, okk/raum29, Berlin



“OPEN | CLOSE”, 2014, Checking Bags, Opening Performance, okk/raum29, Berlin



PARALYZED MOVEMENT, 2014
Video Installation, Single Channel HD, 5:00 minutes

The work installed in public space depicts an absurd scenario. By showing two old soldiers in 
wheelchairs and their vain attempt at fighting against each other, the video becomes a parable for 
frozen, unresolved conflicts. The enemies have become paralyzed and are no longer able to ap-
proach one another. Except for a temporary uprising linked to scenarios of threat, they have noth-
ing more to say to each other. Despite the realistic background showing a wall and a watchtower, 
the events become stylistically exaggerated: on the one hand by way of the theatrical perfor-
mance, and on the other by the two circular frames through which the events can be watched as 
if through opera glasses. The fighting couple, visually separated and yet intractably linked to each 
other, is parodied by the interactive play of the shadows of the visitors to the installation, so that 
the scene acquires a theatrical note.
https://vimeo.com/96533847



RESTRAINING MOTION, 2014
Video Installation, Two-channel HD, 5:00 minutes

The video installation was developed for the windows of the Kunstverein at L40, it explores the role of the 
individual within society. The representation of  coercion and rebellion of the individual against 
circumstances and external constraints is subject to an absurd choreography. All this within the medium 
of shadow theatre. The passerby could imagine a live performance happening inside the gallery.
https://vimeo.com/88365965

“PARALAYZED MOVEMENT”, 2014, Installation View, MusraraMix Festival, Jerusalem
PARALAYZED MOVEMENT, 2014,  Installation View, MusraraMix Festival, Jerusalem



“RESTRAINING MOTION”, 2014, Installation View  from outside at Kunstverein at L40, Berlin

RESTRAINING MOTION, 2014
Video Installation, Two-channel HD, 5:00 minutes

The video installation studies the role of the individual in society. The representation of outer 
constraints and the revolt of the individual are picked up in a stylized choreography. Projected onto 
the broad façade of windows of a building on Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz in Berlin, the filmic production 
looks like shadow theater for the audience and random passersby. In linking film and live perfor-
mance, the work reveals tragic and comic elements. The performers are captured in an absurd 
work cycle by the repetition of movement. The conceptual starting point for the work lies in the 
ideas on social justice and pacifism of communist theorist and politician Rosa Luxemburg and her 
aphorism, “Those who do not move cannot feel their chains.”

https://vimeo.com/88365965



“RESTRAINING MOTION”, 2014, Installation View at Kunstverein at L40, Berlin



THE RIGHT TO LEAVE, 2013
Video Installation, Single Channel HD, 4:00 minutes

Thematically speaking, the work deals with processes of migration. A train, which consists of so-
called mobile “Raumerweiterungshalle” or “Room Expansion Halls” (REH) made in the GDR, leads 
past snowy forests and desert landscapes, then stops again at the point of departure surrounded 
by a barbed wire fence. Inside, the inmates play the well-known children’s game musical chairs. 
The principle of free migration, the right to leave and to seek a country of one’s own choosing, is 
here represented in contrary dynamics. Global freedom of movement is represented in the video 
as limited by borders and as a cycle of emigration and forced return that is difficult to break. Open 
immigration as a human right is only available to the few who are chosen in the selection pro-
cess. The chairs of the projection invite the beholders to become a shadowy part of the endless 
travelling and returning. 

https://vimeo.com/73669223



“THE RIGHT TO LEAVE”, 2013, Installation View at Kunstverein at L40, Berlin
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Sharon Paz was born in 1969, Israel, received a MFA from Hunter College. She now lives 
and works in Berlin. Paz exhibited extensively in Weserburg Museum für modern Art, 
Bremen, Germany, Smack Mellon in NYC, The Museum of Contemporary Art Shanghai, 
China, and the Herzlyia Museum of Art and Petach-Tikva museum of Art in Israel. In the 
past her work was supported by the Senate of Cultural Affairs and Hauptstadtkulturfonds, 
Berlin, The Fund for Video Art and Experimental Cinema, CCA Tel- Aviv, Goethe Institute, 
The Rabinovich Foundation and the Lottery Art Council in Israel. Her video works are part of 
the collection of Neuer Berliner Kunstverein, Video-Forum Collection, Berlin and The Israel 
Museum, Jerusalem. Her work has been screened in numerous festivals and galleries such 
as Thomas Erben Gallery and Art in General in New York City; Transmediale 11 in Berlin. 
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